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Abstract. With the continuous development of Internet technology, means of network attack are 

constantly renovated. This paper mainly studies the technical characteristics of evading technology 

in data disguise, constructs a attack model with evasion technology using open source Metasploit 

and fragroute, and builds the environment on this basis to realize the attack process and verify the 

model’s Effectiveness. This model can effectively test the existing safety protection equipment 

against advanced evasion techniques, and has certain practical application significance. 

1. Introduction 

In recent years, with the development of technology and people gradually familiar with the Internet, 

it also led to more and more information on the hidden risks and concerns. AET (Advanced Evasion 

Techniques) is a means of camouflage attacks in various ways. Its purpose is to camouflage the data 

flow against network protection equipment. With the gradual maturity of the vulnerability mining 

technology, the market mainstream network protection equipment can successfully detect and 

prevent more than 90% of the known vulnerability attacks. But when faced with the attack which 

added evasion techniques, the performance of these devices is far from satisfied. 

This paper analyzes and studies the AET, which applied at the network layer and the transport 

layer, and realizes an attack model using this technology. The model can effectively test the 

defensive performance of the network protection equipment, so as to promote the rapid 

improvement of the defensive performance of the network protection equipment. 

2. Analysis of related technology of attack 

The whole model is composed of two functional modules, namely: vulnerability attack module and 

AET module. The techniques covered by these two parts will be described in detail below. 

2.1 Analysis of vulnerability attack module 

Metasploit, as a complete framework, provides support for a variety of attacks that enable us to 

initiate automated attacks against any target. It allows the tester to easily choose the attack module, 

attack load and encoder to conduct a penetration attack. Testers can also prepare new attack 

modules and test them on the basis of Metasploit. 

In general, complete an attack will go through three steps: first, the attacker to the target machine 

contains the attack load vulnerability attack code. Second, run the vulnerability attack code on the 

target, then execute the code in the attack load, after all the codes have been executed successfully, 

the attacker can access the target’s system. Third, the attacker can manipulate the target for various 

operations, such as upload the virus, open the back door, download contains Password files, etc.  

2.2 AET module 

2.2.1 TCP Chaff 

There is a method for processing TCP header’s checksum fields. Its feature is by modifying the 

checksum field of the copied packets so that it does not match the actual one. The processing of 
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TCP packets is shown in Fig.1 and Fig.2. We can see that the two except checksum field other than 

the other content is exactly the same. 

 

Fig.1. Original packet content (selected part of the check code) 

 

Fig.2. Copy packet content (selected part of the check code) 

2.2.2 IP Order 

One of the IP Order, is to make datagram sent randomly. The processing result is shown in Fig.3. 

We can see that packets 8, 9, 10, and 11 are the four fragments of the same packet, where the offset 

bits 0, 8 are 1200, and 400, It can be seen that the order of the packet itself should be 8, 10,11,9, but 

it is randomly changed to achieve the escape. 

 

Fig.3. random sequence 

2.2.3 IP Chaff 

One of the IP Chaff’s method is to fill the data portion of the copied datagram with random content. 

The total length of the copied datagram becomes the original datagram length plus 4, and the length 

of the data portion of the replicate packet remains unchanged. The situation of the data before and 

after the processing is shown in Fig.4 and Fig.5. 

 

Fig.4 Original datagram (selected part of the data section) 

 

Fig.5 Copy datagram (select the section for the data section) 

3. Attack process and frame structure 

3.1 Vulnerability attack module frame structure 

The vulnerability attack module is primarily implemented using the Metasploit framework. 

Metasploit components include the basic library files, modules, plug-ins and tools, the framework 

of its structure shown in Fig.6. 

These modules in Metasploit are responsible for different functions: the payloads module is 

mainly used to create a channel between the attacker and the target. The function of the exploits 

module is to trigger and exploit a system vulnerability code . The encoders module is used to 

encrypt attack vector or attack load, try to avoid the detection of security devices. NOP module can 

enhance the reliability of attack load. The auxiliary module used to achieve such as information 

collection, Target port scanning and other auxiliary functions. 
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Fig.6. Metasploit system frame structure 

3.2 AET Module Framework 

The function of the AET module is achieved by fragroute. Fragroute, this software can be divided 

into two parts: fragtest and fragroute. The main function of fragtest is to detect the traffic behavior 

of the target system on the TCP / IP protocol stack. Fragroute is specifically responsible for dealing 

with TCP / IP data packets, you can achieve the reorganization of the packet or modify the function. 

Due to fragroute’s open source features, software scalability greatly enhanced. When we find a 

new evasion method, we can integrate the new evasion method into fragroute by increasing the mod 

module's method. By continuously increasing and perfecting the mod module, it is possible to 

enable fragroute to implement all known evasion methods. 

4. Experimental results and analysis 

The target used in this experiment is the Windows XP system virtual machine with the ms08-067 

vulnerability built on VMWare. The security equipment used as the device under test is Fortinet IPS 

device, the device model is 60C. The experimental network topology is shown in Fig. 7. 

Fortinet IPS
WAN1/WAN2

Attacker
192.168.1.48

Target
192.168.1.9

 

Fig.7. Experimental network topology 

4.1 Experimental implementation process 

1) Input the command “use windows/smb/ ms08-067_netapi” in the Metaploit MSF console. Then, 

set up required parameters (target IP address, the corresponding target port). 

2) Set up all the IPS’s configuration. Set the IPS to transparent mode, and link the attack machine 

and the target machine to WAN1 and WAN2 interfaces respectively. 

3) After the preparation is complete, start the attack. Then we can see in the MSF console that the 

attack is failed, blocked by the IPS. The console interface shown in Fig.8. 
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Fig.8. MSF console case 

4) Create fragroute’s configuration file “1.conf”, configuration file content: “IP_frag 32 old”, it 

means that the IP datagram fragment size is set to 32. Start fragroute and load 1.conf configuration 

file, then use Metasploit again Attack, we can see the attack still be blocked by IPS. 

5) modify the fragroute configuration file 1.conf, the contents of the configuration file as shown in 

Fig.9 (left). The configuration uses three kinds of atomic evasion methods (tcp_chaff, order and 

ip_chaff), that is, using the AET method. Start fragroute load 1.conf configuration file, and then use 

set the attack again. From Fig.9 (right) we can see the attack has been successfully obtained the 

target machine shell, attack success. 

 

Fig.9. modify 1.conf content (left); attack successfully obtained the target shell (right) 

4.2 Analysis of experimental results 

The first vulnerability attack in chapter 4.1 did not use evasion techniques. Because the 

vulnerability occurred earlier, IPS can easily find its presence, and its timely block, indicating that 

the basic functions of the IPS normal. 

The second vulnerability attack uses the "datagram fragmentation" atom evasion method, but the 

disguised data flow is still detected and blocked by the IPS, which can be concluded that the IPS 

has a basic packet reassembly capability.  

The third vulnerability attack use AET, and fooled the IPS detection system successfully. The 

attack data flow does not trigger the case of the alarm through the IPS, completed the control of the 

target. This result shows that the current IPS is not common on the market for advanced defense 

technology defensive measures, there are some hidden dangers. 

5. Summary 

This paper mainly studies the vulnerability attack and evasion techniques, designs a complete set of 

attack model, builds the environment and carries on the attack test, proves the threat of evasion 

techniques. On the basis of this model, the research and improvement of the evasion techniques 

means are carried out, and the protective performance of the network protection equipment in the 

mainstream market is detected by using the attack defense system, and its lack of technology is 

found. 
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